
PETERBOROUGH PLANNING BOARD 
TOWN OF PETERBOROUGH 

Monday, September 12, 2022 – 6:30 p.m. 
Peterborough, New Hampshire 

 
 

Members Present: Blair Weiss, Andrew Dunbar, Gary Gorski, Bill Taylor, Carl 
Staley, Lisa Stone, Sarah Steinberg Heller, and Stephanie Hurley  
 
Also Present: Danica Melone and Laura Norton, Office of Planning & Building 
 
It was announced that the meeting was being streamed live on You Tube and 
Comcast Channel 22.  

Chair Hurley opened the meeting with a welcome and introductions of the Board 
and Staff. She reviewed of the Rules of Procedure and the Peterson Civility Clause 
reminding all present that they needed to be respectful of each other’s comments 
“even when you don’t agree.”  
 
Having just received hard copies of letters pertaining to current cases (received 
today via email) Chair Hurley cited a timeline for submission of correspondences 
so that they may be carefully and properly reviewed. “Preferably the Monday 
before our meeting so they can be included in our packets” she said. Chair Hurley 
also noted Planning Board packets are posted on the Town website for public 
review as well. 
  
Minutes:  

A motion was made/seconded (Taylor/Weiss) to approve the Minutes of August 8, 
2022 with changes with all in favor. 

A motion was made/seconded (Weiss/Stone) to approve the Minutes of August 28, 
2022 with changes with all in favor. 

Continued Public Hearing:  

Application for Subdivision for Walden Eco Village Open Space Residential 
Development at the Well School Staff Housing Site submitted by Akhil Garland to 
convert existing accessory structures that were associated with the Well School 
into an Open Space Residential Development. The proposal consists of converting 
7 accessory structures and creating 13 new open space residential development lots 
with associated site improvements and open space area located at 360 Middle 
Hancock Road (Parcel No. R010-005-001) located in the Rural District. 



(and)  

Conditional Use Permit Application for Proposed Impacts in the Wetland Buffers 
submitted by Akhil Garland for his property located at 360 Middle Hancock Road 
(Parcel No. R010-005-001) in the Rural District. 

It was noted the Board received a letter from the applicant’s attorney requesting a 
continuance to the October meeting. Chair Hurley noted their meeting on July 11th 
resulted in the Board’s request for the applicant to meet with the Town Planner and 
Code Enforcement Officer to address ongoing issues that would result in a new 
plan to be received by August 8th for review at the September 12th meeting. 

Chair Hurley asked Ms. Melone for an update on the request. Ms. Melone noted 
the receipt of a request to meet with the Building Official and Fire Chief to go over 
the fire code “but we declined it until there was actually a building plan to look at 
but otherwise, we have received nothing.” 

Mr. Weiss reused himself and left the table. Chair Hurley appointed Mr. Gorski to 
sit. 

Chair Hurley asked for a sense of the Board on the continuation. The members briefly 
discussed a continuance, a denial and starting over with a new application. Ms. Heller 
expressed frustration with the many delays but several members agreed with her when 
she said stopping the application at this time was not the right thing to do. She 
suggested they continue the applications to a date and time certain of November 14, 
2022 at 6:30 p.m. “to give the two months to come back with the information we have 
asked for.” 

Mr. Dunbar asked about the logistics of the “what ifs” in relation to what if the 
application was continued, denied or taken off the agenda all together and have them 
come back with a new application. A brief discussion followed with Ms. Melone 
recommending the Board either deny the application or continue it to a date and time 
certain. 

Ms. Heller suggested continuing the application to the November meeting to give the 
applicant ample time to resolve all the identified, outstanding issues. “That gives them 
two months to make it happen” she said. 

Mr. Staley noted regardless of the casitas “there are other buildings on the property that 
were out of compliance and asked if they denied outright Mr. Garland could start with 
a clean slate. Ms. Melone noted if that were to happen, they would lose the ¼ acre lot 
sizes (they obtained by a waiver) and be mandated to increase the size of the lots to ¾ 



acre dwellings due to a change in the zoning regulations. She also noted financial 
implications for new application costs and abutter notifications. 

Mr. Gorski said he did not think the project was going to go away with a denial and 
that a denial would just extend this over a greater amount of time. Chair Hurley replied 
her hope was that if they denied the project Mr. Garland would come back to the 
Board having dealt with the outstanding issues. “It seems like the issues just go on and 
on and have not been dealt with. I really like their proposal in many ways but there are 
certain things that need to be taken care of” she said. 

A motion was made/seconded (Taylor/Gorski) to continue the applications to a date 
and time certain of November 7, 2022 at 6:30 p.m. 

After a brief discussion and a motion made and rescinded (regarding a receipt date of 
requested information) by Chair Hurley, Mr. Taylor amended his motion to change the 
date of the continued hearing to November 14, 2022 at 6:30 p.m. with all in favor.  

Public Hearing: 

Scenic Road Application submitted by Dane D’Arcangelo of Eversource Energy to 
trim some branches around their powerlines and replace a pole in the area of the 
intersection of Spring Street and Windy Row, at Parcel No. R010-014-103, located in 
the Rural District.  

Randy Marcott introduced himself as an arborist for Eversource Energy standing in 
for Mr. D’Arcangelo. He noted a taller pole needed to be installed to accommodate 
additional communications wire at the intersection of Windy Row and Spring 
Road. He told the Board there two maple trees that required removal with some 
minor trimming of other tree limbs in the area. 
 
Mr. Marcott briefly reviewed the specifications for removal of the trees and tree 
limbs that that are located eight feet to the side of, ten feet below and fifteen feet 
above the top-most conductors. He noted all work will be performed in accordance 
with accepted aboricultural standards with brush and limbs chipped on roadside 
locations.  
 
When asked if Swift Corwin the Town Arborist had any comment Ms. Melone 
noted she had reached to him but has not heard back. 
 
Ms. Heller interjected “I walk by there a lot and it makes sense.” Mr. Dunbar asked 
if the Conservation Commission should be involved. Ms. Melone noted Mr. 
Corwin was also a member of the Conservation Commission and covered that role.  
 



With no other questions from the Board Chair Hurley opened the hearing to the 
public. 
 
Craig Munger introduced himself and asked why a taller pole was necessary. Mr. 
Marcott replied he did not know but that it most likely involved engineering 
advances. “The old poles are a lot shorter and need to be replaced” he said.  
 
Chris Justice introduced herself and noted the two trees were “good sized maples” 
and asked if the Mr. Corwin had responded with comment before they were taken 
down. Chair Hurley replied that the Board could make that request a condition of 
approval. Mr. Marcott told the members the two maples were considered 
“proximity trees” and would have to be over-pruned. They are too close to the 
wires. We train trees to grow around the wires and harden them off but 
unfortunately when there are new poles sometimes there are trees that just are not 
compatible” he said.  
 
A motion was made/seconded (Weiss/Dunbar) to approve the Scenic Road 
Application submitted by Dane D’Arcangelo and presented by Randy Marcott of 
Eversource Energy to trim some branches around their powerlines and replace a pole 
in the area of the intersection of Spring Street and Windy Row with the following 
condition: 
 
   The Town’s Tree Warden shall review and provide approval of the proposed 
work by Eversource Energy. 
 
With all in favor. 
 
Public Hearing: 

Subdivision Application for Southwoods Multi-Family Housing Development 
submitted by Mathewson Properties, LLC to develop the last phase of the Southfield 
Village Development consisting of 16 duplex units and one 6-unit building and 
associated site improvements, for the property located at Southfield Lane (Parcel No. 
R011-051-000) located in the General Residence District, Groundwater Protection 
Overlay Zone, and the Wetland Protection Overlay Zone.  

Chad Branon introduced himself Chad Branon introduced himself as a Civil 
Engineer with Fieldstone Land Consultants, LLC and representative for the 
applicant, Phil Mathewson of Mathewson Properties, LLC. He went on to say, “we 
are before you today seeking an approval for the last phase of Southwoods 



Housing Development, also known as Southfield Village.” He noted their plan was 
presented at a preliminary level at the Board’s meeting in July. 
 
Mr. Branon took a few minutes to give a history of the project before diving into 
the details of the development. 
 
Mr. Branon reviewed the property (“just shy of 21 acres”) has completed their first 
six phases (60 units) have been constructed on the west side of the parcel. He noted 
the remaining phases were seven through thirteen. Mr. Branon shifted to the 
original approved plan that depicted the entire project as approved and noted their 
new proposal for a redevelopment of the remaining phases (7-11) which would 
leave phase 7 vacant “so the ten-unit building for phase 7 would not be constructed 
with a re-development of phases 8-11 (50 units left to be developed per the 
approved plan). 
 
Mr. Branon went on to note the new proposal was for 38 units “and the primary 
reason for less units is because we are going to work with the existing conditions 
of the land.” He noted encountering a fair amount of ledge and large boulders 
resulting in an existing conditions survey with test borings to develop a layout that 
would fit into the existing features of the land and minimize impacts. 
 
Mr. Branon then presented a plan for 38 units consisting of 16-duplex style 
dwelling and one 6-unit building to the east or right-hand side of the parcel. He 
reiterated working around the ledge outcropping and boulders but also the 
positioning of utilities to minimize the constraints they were facing.  
Mr. Branon then pointed out the construction of a private road of about 675 feet 
long, he reviewed all storm water mitigation (qualitative and quantitative 
components); infiltration trenches; drainage systems and detention basin to 
capturing runoff. Mr. Branon went on to note the plan is on municipal water and 
sewer and meets all parking requirements. “This plan follows the terrain well and 
we have situated the buildings to fit the topography” he said and concluded they 
had no objections to town staff and department suggestions. “They are all very 
minor and we have no objections to any of their comments” he said adding “and 
we hope the Board will consider those comments as conditions of approval as we 
move forward with this project.” 
 
Chair Hurley asked about the wetland protection area and asked for clarification. 
Mr. Branon replied they were in the Wetland Protection Overlay Zone because 
there are wetlands on the site. He pointed out an isolated pocket of wetlands along 
the rail trail to the south of the parcel (with no proposed impacts from the project). 
 



Mr. Dunbar asked about adding trees to the development, specifically around the 
homes to provide shade. “They really do add a lot to the property and I was just 
wondering if Mr. Mathewson was proposing any tress for shade in the 
summertime.” Mr. Branon replied they were proposing what is cited on the 
landscaping plan previously approved in the prior phases. He noted that plan was 
primarily shrubs and occasional street trees along the roadway. Mr. Dunbar said he 
felt badly for residents that did not have shade trees and that they would be a great 
benefit in creating a better environment and raising the value of the property. 
“We are not proposing large-scale trees reminding the Board that there is an 
underground network of utilities lines that service the building “and you can’t have 
trees over those for maintenance purposes but duly noted.” 
 
Mr. Weiss asked about any waiver requests with Mr. Branon replying, “we are not 
proposing any waivers.” 
 
Ms. Heller noted it was good to see more customers on town water and sewer. 
 
Chair Hurley asked about the items Ms. Melone noted were missing from the plan 
most recently submitted:  
 
#12. Location of percolation tests and/or test pits. Mr. Branon noting perc tests and test 
pits were done by TF Moran as indicated on the original site design “but we will be 
doing additional test pits and infiltration tests as part of the application requirement for 
the Alteration of Terrain permit from the state.” 
#14. Location of Shoreland Conservation Zone boundary. Mr. Branon noted the 
Shoreland Conservation Zone does not come onto the property as he pointed out the 
Groundwater Protection Overlay Zone at the northwest area of the parcel. 
#23 Location, grades, and widths of sidewalks and handicapped entrance facilities. Mr. 
Branon noted the sidewalks were accounted for and “but they are only 3-foot wide 
walkways at each unit with no public sidewalks.” 
#25 Width or aisles and size of parking spaces. Mr. Branon noted parking s paces at 
the end of the road are 9’ by 18’ and the drive aisle is the labeled road. 
#26 Height in stories of all buildings. Mr. Branon stated the height of the buildings are 
two-story. 
 
It was noted that Ms. Melone strongly recommended a requirement of the town’s 
stormwater and erosion control engineer provide inspections prior to construction, 
during the construction process, and when construction is completed; and any 
installation errors or major failures will be remedied at the applicant’s expense.  
 
Other staff comments included a recommendation by Utilities Superintendent Nate 
Brown that an additional hydrant will need to be installed at the end of the water line. 



The southside of the road would be best so that there is a place to blow it off to (and) 
Police Chief Scott Guinard who reported he did not see any police-related concerns 
with the proposal. 
 
A motion was made/seconded (Heller/Staley) to accept the application as substantially 
complete with all in favor. 
 
Chair Hurley then opened the hearing to the public. 
 
Craig Munger introduced himself and asked about the wetlands overlay district and 
if a professional had reviewed the application for any impacts. Mr. Branon replied 
the wetlands had been field delineated and stamped by a certified wetland scientist 
and an alteration of terrain permit involves an evaluation of water quality and 
erosion and sedimentation controls (and) they have submitted a very detailed 
stormwater management plan with their application and were not proposing any 
development or impacts in that area. Chair Hurley echoed Ms. Melone’s 
recommendation for an independent inspection process throughout construction 
“and I would like to add that as a condition of approval.” Mr. Branon noted his 
client had no objection to that condition.  
 
A motion was made/seconded (Hurley) to require the town’s stormwater and erosion 
control engineer provide inspections prior to construction, during the construction 
process, and when construction is completed; and any installation errors or major 
failures will be remedied at the applicant’s expense.  
 
Several members of the Board noted public comment was not completed and Chair 
Hurley asked for additional comments. 
 
Bruce Tucker introduced himself and asked about any provision for future electric 
vehicle charging infrastructure for the development “as the time to install conduits 
for it is when the project is being constructed.” Mr. Branon replied that there was 
no plan for that infrastructure adding “primarily you have that type of service for 
parking lots and this site is actually designed for private parking.” He concluded 
that if a resident wanted a private charging station, they would have to have an 
electrician install one. 
 
Mr. Mathewson introduced himself and noted EV charging stations have come up 
the past and some residents of the existing development have installed a charging 
station.  
 



Chair Hurley asked about extra parking spaces for guests. Mr. Branon explained 
they exceeded the parking requirements but did provide six additional parking 
spaces at the end of the private road. 
 
With no other questions or comments Chair Hurley closed the public portion of the 
hearing. 
 
A motion was made/seconded (Taylor/Weiss) to approve the subdivision 
application for Southwoods Multi-Family Housing Development submitted by 
Mathewson Properties, LLC to develop the last phase of the Southfield Village 
Development consisting of 16 duplexes and one 6-unit building and associated site 
improvements for property located at Southfield Lane with the follow conditions: 
 
  A note shall be added to the plan addressing the location, grades, and widths of 
sidewalks and handicapped entrance facilities, where applicable. 
  Dimensions of parking spaces shall be added to the plan. 
  A note shall be added to the plan identifying the height in stories of all buildings. 
  A note shall be added to the plan that any installation errors or major failures of 
temporary or permanent stormwater and erosion control features shall be remedied at 
the applicant’s expense. 
  A hydrant shall be installed at the end of the waterline to allow for blow off to the 
southside of the road. 
  The applicant shall work with the Town’s Stormwater and Erosion Control Engineer 
to provide inspections prior to and during the construction process. 
With all in favor.  
Continued Public Hearing: 
Site Plan Review Application proposed by Halliday Properties, LLC to construct a 34-
unit multi-family residential rental development along with associated site 
improvements at 241 Union Street (Parcel No. U029-025-000) located in the West 
Peterborough District. This will be a workforce housing project with 20% of the 
housing dedicated to workforce housing. 

Chair Hurley noted that with a full Board Mr. Gorski would not be seated for the 
case. 
 
Chad Branon again introduced himself as a Civil Engineer with Fieldstone Land  
Consultants, LLC and representative for the applicant. He briefly reviewed the 
existing conditions of the 2.89-acre lot with 442 feet of road frontage. He also 



noted they had spent a lot of time on an updated layout with additional details since 
the last meeting. “The plan is still for 20% of the 34 units to be workforce housing 
(8 townhouse style duplexes with a garage under with the living floor above it and 
bedrooms above that, 6 multi-family units on the north side and 20 multi-family 
units on the south side of the development) and each unit would have a garage and 
an individual parking space in front” he said. Mr. Branon then pointed out 
landscaped islands between the units and around the perimeter of the parcel and 
noted “the road and layout for access stays the same.”  
 
Mr. Branon told the members the road would stay the same and he went on to 
review the West Peterborough District’s Performance Standard that states for uses 
other than one and two-family dwelling that abut either an existing residential use 
in the West Peterborough District or the edge of the District boundary, a minimum 
of 30-feet of buffer shall be provided, consisting of either vegetative screening 
and/or fencing, as deemed appropriate by the Planning Board during Site Plan 
Review. “We’d like to get input from the Board on your interpretation on that” he 
said adding they would like to give the multifamily units to the south a small 
backyard and provide a fence with landscaping in a 20-foot buffer. 
 
Mr. Branon noted comments received from Staff prior to the meeting regarding 
how the Board may interpret this so we reached out to Jim Callahan for an opinion. 
“Unfortunately, that is one of the letters you received tonight, that is just how the 
process goes sometimes. We would love to get everything to the Board a week 
ahead of time but it doesn’t always work that way.” He told the members he would 
be happy to read the letter for the record “but this project falls within an innovative 
land use zone that empowers the Planning Board to come up with a reasonable 
plan and we are hoping we can work with you on the design details and move this 
project forward.” 
 
It was noted that in the most recent Staff Report the Board was encouraged to have 
a conversation about the requirement under §245-9.1 D1. She noted her opinion was 
that the use of the lot is a multi-family development and therefore by putting duplexes 
on it, would not make the 30-foot vegetated buffer go away.  She added a Conditional 
Use Permit under the Workforce Housing Ordinance can only waive/modify lot and 
yard standards of the underlying Zoning District, where the 30-foot vegetative buffer is 
a required performance standard. 
   
Chair Hurley reread the West Peterborough District Performance Standard stated 
above and asked what code refers to innovative land use. Mr. Branon noted the 
Workforce Housing code and the West Peterborough district’s promotion of 
variable density “is really in some ways the town’s own innovative use but 
technically it is under the performance standards and the authority of the Planning 



Board to work with us on the buffering issue by using fencing.” When asked about 
workforce housing as a innovative land use Ms. Melone replied that anywhere a 
Conditional Use Permit was involved is a good indicator that there is an innovative 
use. Chair Hurley re-read the performance standard once again and noted her 
understanding was it was indeed a performance standard and not a dimensional 
standard or requirement “and I don’t believe we have the ability to waive that and 
the applicant will have to go to the ZBA. She reiterated her belief that having 
multi-family dwelling use on a lot with duplexes makes the whole lot multi-family 
and a 30-foot buffer is required all around the parcel. “If you disagree with that 
then you will have to go to the Zoning Board for a decision on whether you are 
right or we are right.” 
 
Citing the letter from Attorney Callahan with his interpretation Ms. Heller 
suggested getting legal advice from town counsel “so we can see both sides.” Chair 
Hurley reiterated she felt zoning decisions should come from the Zoning Board. 
 
Ms. Stone questioned the order of operation noting she thought the Planning Board 
could determine if an applicant required a Special Exception and if so, they would 
go to the ZBA. “We are the senior Board of land use” she said adding “the ZBA 
helps us make exceptions, but we still have to interpret things, perhaps with the 
assistance of our town attorney but to pass the buck does not make sense. It is our 
job to know what the applicant needs. When asked Ms. Melone noted Ms. Stone 
was essentially correct with the Planning Board discussing the site design, 
identifying where an applicant may need relief and sending them to the Zoning 
Board. She also noted input from Code Officer Tim Herlihy was helpful. 
“Sometimes they know they need relief ahead of time and go to the Zoning Board 
first” she said. A brief discussion about Planning Board versus Zoning Board 
responsibilities and authority followed.  
 
Mr. Staley noted he thought a 30-foot buffer around the entire parcel created a 
burden to this project and “actually defeats it.” He said he reviewed the handbook 
about performance standards. It stated those standards recognize traditional zoning 
and segregation of uses do not always work and give rise to special exceptions. He 
went on to say that performance standards allow land to be developed within 
zoning regulations but also on the land’s physical characteristics and proposed 
uses. “In that vegetation is included but if we take the 30-foot buffer and apply it 
rigidly it seems to defeat the idea of performance standards (and) the intended use 
of the property (and) the purpose of the West Peterborough District.” He concluded 
by noting he did not read or interpret the regulation the same way Chair Hurley 
did. 
 



Mr. Taylor interjected “it sounds like an allowable use, the way I read it, it does fit 
and I don’t see why it would need to go to the Zoning Board.” 
 
Mr. Weiss noted a previous discussion about the word “shall” (“it shall have a 30-
foot buffer”) and we advised they go to the ZBA for a ruling “but Mr. Branon said 
no, no, no” and that they would come back with an adjusted plan to meet the 30-
foot buffer, “Isn’t that what was said?” 
 
Mr. Branon replied “right, but if you look at the plan the multi-family building 
does have a 30-foot buffer and if you look at the regulation it says a 30-foot buffer 
from multi-family consisting of vegetative screening and/or fencing as deemed 
appropriate by the Planning Board. He told the members “the 30-foot buffer 
doesn’t have to be all be vegetation, it could be lawn area and a combination of 
landscaping and a fence. The ordinance does not say the area is a non-disturbed 
buffer.” Mr. Branon once again read the buffer “to consist of vegetative screening 
and/or fencing as deemed appropriate by the Planning Board” adding “this is 
where your interpretation comes in.” A brief discussion about grass not being 
vegetative to the applicant’s attempts to make the project viable and whether or not 
the tract of housing being multi-family on the parcel (requiring a 30-foot buffer) 
effects the entire parcel (including behind the duplex units (requiring a 10-foot 
buffer) followed. Mr. Weiss summed up the conversation by noting “it is one piece 
of land, not two pieces of land and the multi-family units are the common 
denominator.” 
 
Ms. Heller likened the situation to a chess games with strategic moves back and 
forth. “I think the duplexes can have a smaller buffer, we should not be treating the 
parcel like two pieces of land, it is innovative land use ideas and creating a way to 
use the parcel in a meaningful way.” 
 
Chair Hurley noted she did not see the correct buffer setbacks to the road and 
parking areas. She also noted “I get where you guys are coming from, but I feel 
you are trying to fit a square peg into a round hole. I am not convinced that you 
have to have 34 units. With a few less units you could stick to the rules and 
maintain the buffer. A 30-foot buffer means a 30-foot buffer. It is there to protect 
the abutting residents and that does not mean you have a sitting area or barbeque 
out there. I think you should have to go to the Zoning Board.” 
 
Ms. Heller suggested they first get advice from the town attorney before sending 
the applicant to the Zoning Board. “I would like us to go to the town attorney for 
additional comment first” she said adding “otherwise we are shirking our 
responsibility here.”  
 



Mr. Dunbar agreed with Ms. Heller noting “I appreciate Mr. Callahan’s opinion, 
but he does represent the applicant. We are here to make the right and positive 
judgement, but we are also here to represent the people who live in the 
neighborhood. I can appreciate why they would want the 30-foot buffer.” 
 
Mr. Branon reminded the members that the goal for the applicant was to get 
feedback and move the project in a positive direction. “We did sit down and look 
at the design without knowing what interpretations we may get from the Board. 
Timing is everything and critical in this project, and to make it viable for 
workforce housing we came up with one other alternative.” 
 
Mr. Branon then revealed yet another layout design noting “the problem is it 
honestly looks like the design we started with.” Noting this design was a product 
and it has circled us back to the plan we started with, including the new design 
feedback we have received, Mr. Branon reviewed the new design. 
 
Mr. Branon reviewed the smaller, all townhouse style building units a block of 8, 6 
and 20 units that maintains the goal of 20% workforce housing units. He pointed 
out the individual driveways and additional parking spaces, the 30-foot buffer 
requirement and reminded the members “that does not mean a non-disturbed area 
and where the ordinance clearly gives the Planning Board authority and flexibility 
to manage a reasonable plan which includes maintaining the existing vegetation 
and installing a fence.” He concluded “this is the best we can do while still 
providing for a workforce housing component. I have to commend our client for 
trying to keep this a workforce housing development because most people would 
just say fine, we’ll do the 22 units, get rid of the workforce housing, come in with a 
by-right project and be done. We would hope the board will consider all of this and 
move this layout forward.” 
 
Before the hearing was opened to the public Mr. Gorski commended Mr. Branon 
and the applicant on the great deal of creativity for the plan they initially reviewed 
at the beginning of the hearing. “It is clear you put a lot of work into it and I think 
it showed a great deal of consideration of the abutters, thank you.” 
 
Ms. Heller agreed noting they had gone from an innovative, thoughtful 
neighborhood plan back to a more bland, planned development “and that is fine I 
can live that but we are doing away with the artistry and innovation and I think we 
have failed a bit as a Board not to be willing to work with the applicant on that, I 
want to be able to add these units and I love what Gary just said.” 
 
With no other comments for the Board Chair Hurley opened the hearing to the 
public. 



 
David Cole introduced himself, cited several examples of the excessive speeds on 
Union Street and asked about a traffic study. 
 
Bonnie Tucker noted the housing crisis but particularly health workforce housing 
issues. She told the Board about over 50 unfilled positions at the local hospital and 
that these positions were needed to care for the community, “but there is no place 
for these people to live. I am here to advocate for workforce so we can hire the 
people we need to take care of us.” 
 
Chris Justice introduced herself and acknowledged the need (and her support) for 
more housing. She noted a correspondence she’d sent to the Board that compares 
the densities of the proposed development (34 units on just under 3 acres); to other 
West Peterborough housing development including the Heatherbrook (26 units on 
7.52 acres) and Rockbrook (24 units on 9.79 acres). She also cited other 
developments examples and said “all in a neighborhood that is largely single-
family homes. In a town that is land rich, it doesn’t make sense to try to squeeze 34 
dwellings into under 3 acres of land.” 
 
Carol Nelson introduced herself and corrected Ms. Justice on her density 
calculation for Heatherbrook “which is 2.53 acres, split between two lots.” She 
also asked about the location of the workforce housing units in the development (7 
units blended amongst the community); the length of the road (650 feet) and the 
snow storage/removal plan (pointed out on the plan). 
 
Mr. Branon reviewed the difficulties in embracing and creating a workforce 
housing development. “The developers do so at a loss and the only way to 
compensate for that loss is an increase in density, (a density escalator). “You have 
to offset those costs or nobody will ever do it, there is no incentive. The math is the 
math” he said. Mr. Branon went on to recognize the Planning Board’s dilemma in 
balancing what is allowed in the underlying zoning requirements and mixing 
workforce housing units into the calculation. He noted the by-right density is 22 
units “and the current project is 34 units. Without that density the developer is 
going to lose, lose, lose, lose, lose, lose, lose. You have to have the density.” 
 
Feral McElreavy introduced himself and asked if the 30-foot buffer could be used 
for snow storage with Chair Hurley replying “no, it shouldn’t be.”   
 
Carol Krause introduced herself and said living in the 21st century that things have 
changed rapidly with rising sea levels and more people moving into the area. She 
cited the need for healthcare providers “but also for our local businesses. There is 
no way to continue our normal lives without building more housing. I am in favor 



of the project and I hope you will approve it without thinking too much about the 
small details.” 
 
Dori Drachman introduced herself and addressed the need for workforce housing 
and greater densities. She felt the density for workforce housing was examined 
well but noted another piece of density that was very important “and that is 
sustainability” she said. Ms. Drachman spoke about excessive emission of 
greenhouse gases and the need to center developments in walkable areas. She 
explained with an example of how just a single new road contributes to greenhouse 
gasses. She also cited the town’s commitment to transition to 100% renewable 
energy adding “this is the type of development we need to move that forward.” She 
concluded by expressing her feeling that the town must act as a community and 
make decisions for the community and not just abutter’s individual needs “but the 
collective needs of a community which this project addresses.” 
 
Ed Jungst introduced himself and noted as a former selectboard member and 
liaison to the Planning Board he’d seen several proposals for workforce housing 
but there was never enough density in them to make them work. “There is no 
magic here, if we are going to do workforce housing the numbers have to be 
worked out. This is one of the best proposals I have seen, and I think Chad did a 
good job explaining the way density has to work for success.” He urged the Board 
to get the legal advice they needed “but be creative and work with these people to 
make this thing happen.” 
 
Kirsten Armstrong introduced herself and noted the density for a project like this is 
tied into the design that relates to the 30-foot buffer “which seems really important 
to the people of West Peterborough.” She went on to say the Board was taking the 
developer at their word that the density of 34 units was the only number that work 
but no financial backup has been offered or asked for. “You don’t know if they are 
barely breaking even with this plan” she said and suggested the applicant prove the 
project is not viable unless they have the density of 34 units. 
 
Alex Bates introduced himself and like many others, agreed there was a great need 
for housing adding “but it has to make sense” he said as he echoed Chair Hurley’s 
analysis of the project was trying to fit a square peg in a round hole, “and that is 
fitting.” Mr. Bates also acknowledged that the math is the math and suggested they 
buy a larger plot of land to put the project on. “This is not the right parcel of land 
for this development” he said. He also has other concerns about parking and 
emergency vehicle access. He cited 34 units on 1.48 acres would greatly change 
the character of the neighborhood and suggested the Board get professional input 
on what may be an unreasonable impact to the abutters, including property values. 
 



Adam LeClair introduced himself and simply said “this is not innovative; it is too 
much in too little space.” 
 
Kate Coon introduced herself and spoke briefly about how the conversation of the 
night backed up a book she was reading (Neighborhood Defenders). “I am seeing 
what I have been reading about in the book” she said adding “where discussion is 
using density as a kind of a dirty or negative word and that it is bad where others 
feel it is important in moving forward. Density is something we can work with 
even if it doesn’t look or feel familiar. I am willing to be a bit of a book report 
guide if anyone is interested or has questions.” 
 
Chris Watson introduced himself and asked if the Board was going to do a site 
walk. “I want to” replied Chair Hurley. Mr. Watson also asked the height of the 
buildings on the newest plan with Mr. Branon replying, “35 to 40 feet.” Ms. 
Melone interjected the zoning in the district allows up to 50 feet in height. Mr. 
Watson concluded with a question about the workforce housing percentage 
formula and the hard costs of construction. 
 
Craig Munger introduced himself and asked about the lighting plan and light 
pollution. 
He noted “for the people that are moving forward with this “consider incorporation 
of light reducing pollution mitigation because they are going to denude the trees 
and vegetation and you are going to get a lot of light, it is not going to be the 
same.” 
 
With no other comments or questions Chair Hurley closed the public hearing and 
summarized the next steps of getting town attorney advice on the 30-foot buffer 
(inviolate of vegetation versus a mixture of lawn, vegetation and fencing, as well 
as a building code requirement for 3-foot egress path behind the dwellings). Chair 
Hurley went on to say, “as much as I do not like the straight lines of the last plan, I do 
like the wildlife corridor in the back and maintains the 30-foot buffer.” She also noted 
the agreement to seek town attorney advice on the buffer and egress requirement 
because “we can’t approve anything unless we know the boundaries and they have 
changed every time the plan changed, so that is critical.” 
 
In closing Chair Hurley asked each member for their opinion. Mr. Taylor expressed his 
thought that input for the town attorney was necessary. “I don’t want to get in the way 
of progress but we need his opinion on what we are actually allowed to do with this. I 
think we need the Fire Chief’s opinion as well if he has not commented.” Mr. Taylor 
concluded by asking, “Do we pick a plan or does the applicant decide?” These are the 
questions I have but I think it is up to them to propose something to us. They have bent 



over backwards to try to make it work, I get that, but we need the attorney’s opinion on 
what we’re actually allowed to do.” 
 
Mr. Branon interjected that the last plan shown was the primary plan they want to 
go forward with “because it addresses the majority of the comments, concerns and   
feedback we have received from both the Board and the public and while this plan 
is not the desired plan, I think this is the best plan to hopefully move forward.  
 
Ms. Heller stated she felt advice from town council was still in order. She said 
while she appreciated the applicant’s interpretation, she disagreed with some of it. 
She concluded “I am sorry to see the other design go but we have a job to do as a 
Planning Board.”  
 
Mr. Staley agreed with both of Ms. Heller’s points and added the 30-foot vegetated 
buffer was obviously important to the West Peterborough neighborhood and “I 
respect that” he said. 
 
Mr. Weiss pointed to the graphic of the newest plan and noted it did not violate the 
30-foot vegetative buffer and there was no need for legal advice. He also agreed 
the buffer was important and noted townspeople “at some time voted that 
performance standard in a Town Meeting and it is not this Board’s right to remove 
it. A 30-foot buffer was voted for and that is what they get.”   
 
As a very brief discussion about a conditional vote of approval began, Mr. Staley 
noted the importance of getting legal advice on the egress issue as well. (Ms. 
Melone had clarified the 30-foot vegetated buffer is a vegetated, undisturbed area and 
therefore parking lots cannot be placed within the buffer, the rear of the 20-unit strip 
needs more of a buffer of space to allow for construction vehicles, building code 
requirements, allowance of residential outdoor space and the 3-foot egress path behind 
the units required by building code.) 
 
Mr. Gorski reiterated the need for housing and said he respected the direction and 
support the applicant has exhibited in moving forward while trying to maintain a 
percentage of workforce housing. He told the member he was also sorry to see the 
other plan they’d seen that night go but workforce housing was important and he 
was in support of moving it forward so the applicant can start the project. 
 
Ms. Stone was also for a conditional approval, “Life changes, finances change, the 
real estate market changes. I think we could give a conditional approval tonight 
and deal with the 30-foot buffer as we go along. They have a lot of site work to be 
done, I think we should give them the green light to start and they can come back 
with a great buffer plan” she said. 



 
Mr. Dunbar felt the next best step was to get legal counsel and move on from there. 
 
A motion was made/seconded (Hurley/Dunbar) to continue the application to a 
date and time certain of October 12, 2022 a 6:30 p.m. so that the Board can seek 
legal counsel in the case with Mr. Dunbar, Chair Hurley, Mr. Staley, Mr. Taylor, 
and Ms. Heller voting yes and Ms. Stone voting no. Mr. Weiss abstained, Alternate 
Gorski was not seated and did not vote.  
 
Mr. Branon asked for feedback once legal advice had been received about the 
Board’s ability to weigh in on the 30-foot buffer “which can give us latitude on 
flexibility for some small grassy areas and fencing” he said.  
 
A site visit was scheduled for Monday, September 26, 2022 at 5:00 p.m. with 
discussion continued to the regularly scheduled meeting in October (Wednesday, 
October 12, 2022 at 6:30 due to the Columbus Day Holiday). 
   
Other Business:  

Tabled to Planning Board Workshop September 26, 2022 at 6:30 p.m. 

The meeting adjourned at 9:00p.m. 

Respectfully submitted,  

Laura Norton  

Office of Planning & Building 
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